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SUMMARY
• The Lort and Young Rivers Catchment (the catchment) is 75 km west of
Esperance on the South Coast of Western Australia.  It covers two broad areas
known as the Esperance Sandplain and the Esperance Mallee totalling 503,273
hectares. The climate is typically Mediterranean with cool wet winters and dry
warm summers.
• The two major river systems, the Lort and Young Rivers, drain into Stokes Inlet on
the coast.  Stokes Inlet is the largest estuary in the Esperance Shire and one of
the deepest in the South Coast region. There are regionally significant wetlands in
the Lort River Catchment.  Although these rivers are naturally saline, salinity
levels and flow rates have increased since clearing.  The overall condition of
these rivers is good to excellent.
• The dominant soil types in the catchment are alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex,
grey shallow sandy duplex and grey deep sandy duplex.  These and other soil
types combine to form the 20 soil-landscapes.
• Groundwater salinity increases away from the coast. Groundwater on the
Esperance Sandplain ranges from 50 to 4000 milliSiemens per metre (mS/m)
while groundwater salinity in the Esperance Mallee can be as high as 6,500 mS/m
(seawater is 5,300 mS/m).
• The annual value of agricultural production in the catchment is about $52 million.
Crops include wheat, barley, canola, lupins, oats and other pulses.  Beef cattle
along with sheep meat and wool are the livestock enterprises.
• Depth to watertable varies greatly and the rate of groundwater rise is 0.05 to
0.30 m/year.  The Land Monitor Project mapped 1.4 per cent of the agricultural
area as salt-affected and 21 per cent of the catchment as having low-lying areas
with the potential for shallow watertables. Twenty per cent or 120 km of the roads
lie within low-lying areas with the potential for shallow watertables.
• Approximately 49 per cent of the original vegetation cover remains in the
catchment.  This vegetation contains 51 species of priority flora and four species
of rare flora.  Twenty per cent of the remnant vegetation in the agricultural area is
found in low-lying areas with the potential for shallow watertables.  Consequently,
two species of rare flora and 10 species of priority flora will be threatened.
• Salinity can be managed by reducing recharge to groundwater, increasing
groundwater discharge, and productive use of salt-affected land.  Factors such as
soil type, annual rainfall, enterprise mix and financial structure will determine what
is the most suitable approach for a farm business.
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1.0 Introduction
Dryland salinity is one of the more urgent environmental problems facing
communities in Australia.  It is having a detrimental effect on biodiversity,
infrastructure and the health of waterways and wetlands in affected regions.  Dryland
salinity is also impacting negatively on agricultural production.
The Western Australian Government released its State Salinity Strategy in 2000.
The aim is to reduce the impact of salinity.  Rapid Catchment Appraisal (RCA) is
one of the processes included in the strategy to tackle salinity and its management.
The objective of RCA is to provide all landholders by 2005 with access to the most
up-to-date information for salinity management.  The RCA process provides a snap
shot of information on the risk and impact to agricultural production and natural
resources within regional geographic catchments.  The process also attempts to
identify the best or most suitable options to manage the risk.  As part of the process,
landholders are given direction on where to access further information and support if
necessary.
This report has been prepared by the Esperance Catchment Support Team, which
contains representatives from relevant government departments.  The report
summarises current information for the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment.  Land
managers are urged to use it as a starting point and to gather further information from
the sources listed.
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Figure 1:  Esperance Regional Catchments showing the Lort and Young Rivers
Catchment
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Figure 2:  Drainage in the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment
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2.0 Catchment resource base
The Lort and Young Rivers Catchment is approximately 75 kilometres west of
Esperance on the South Coast of Western Australia.  The catchment covers
approximately 503,273 hectares which includes uncleared land north of that allocated
for agriculture and agricultural land.  For the purposes of this report, spatial data has
been analysed using that portion of the catchment within the allocated agricultural
land and covers 328,863 hectares.
The Catchment covers two broad areas known as the Esperance Sandplain and the
Esperance Mallee.  The Sandplain is characterised by sandy soils of varying
thickness overlying gravel or clay.  This area stretches from the coast to 40 to 60
kilometres inland.  The Mallee, to the north of the sandplain, is characterised by
numerous salt lakes, alkaline soils and mallee vegetation.
The headwaters of the catchment rise in uncleared land in mallee plains and
eventually drain into Stokes Inlet on the coast about 95 kilometres away.  Stokes Inlet
opens to the ocean on an irregular basis.  The rivers are well vegetated and provide
an important wildlife corridor from the mallee to the coast.
2.1 Geological history
John Simons, Hydrologist, Department of Agriculture, Esperance
The basement rock beneath the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment was emplaced
during the Pre-Cambrian era, 2300 to 1800 million years ago, and consists of
Archaean granites, gneisses and some Proterozoic migmatitic rocks of the Albany-
Fraser Orogen (Thom et al. 1977).  Later in the Proterozoic mafic and ultramafic
dykes extensively intruded into the basement rocks.
During the Cretaceous period (135 to 64 million years ago), Antarctica began to
break away from Australia and the continental margin sagged to form the Bremer
Basin.  About 40 million years ago during the Tertiary period the sea level rose and
the shoreline moved further inland depositing marine sediments over the basement
rocks. These sediments are known as the Werillup Formation and the Pallinup
Siltstone and are part of the Plantagenet Group of the Bremer Basin.  The Werillup
Formation consists of a dark grey siltstone, sandstone, claystone, lignite (brown coal)
and limestone deposited in swampland environments.  The Pallinup Siltstone
consists of siltstone and spongelite deposited in a marine environment.
In the Oligocene epoch (about 30 million years ago) the Darling Plateau situated
north-west of the present day catchments began to rise.  This resulted in the
southern coastline tilting towards the south forming the Ravensthorpe Ramp, which
gradually slopes into the Southern Ocean. The east-west hinge line is called the
Jarrahwood Axis (Cope 1974) and forms the upper catchment boundary.  The tilting
also rejuvenated the catchments drainage system.
From the Oligocene epoch through to the Quarternary period (20 to 2 million years
ago), the climate began to change from moist temperate/tropical, to one much drier.
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Carbonate from the marine sediments began leaching and ironstone gravels (laterite)
formed creating the present soil profiles.  During this period the South Coast was
relatively geologically stable with erosion occurring only along some of the drainage
lines to the coast.
Over the last 2 million years, younger Quarternary sands and limestone have been
deposited along the coastline.  Ice ages in more recent times (about the last 120,000
years) have had an impact along the coast by causing major changes in sea levels.
These changes have eroded coastal sediments and cut back the shoreline to its
present day position.  In addition, limestone dune systems formed along the
coastlines have been blown inland by prevailing winds.
Over time, rejuvenated rivers such as the Lort and Young have eroded away the
weathered profile of Tertiary sediments and sandplain soils to expose the basement
rocks along the bottom of drainage lines and on the flanks of low hills.  Consequently
a discontinuous cover of sediments and other superficial deposits now overlie the
catchments bedrock.
2.2 Climate
Angela Alderman, Technical Officer, and John Bourke, Development Officer,
Department of Agriculture, Esperance
2.2.1 Rainfall
The Lort and Young Rivers Catchment has been analysed using the Esperance
Sandplain and the Esperance Mallee area information (Figure 3).  Table 1 indicates
there is a 20 per cent chance (one out of every five years) that the Esperance
Sandplain will receive an annual rainfall above 590 mm* (wet year) or below 443 mm
(dry year).  Figure 4 depicts the average monthly rainfall and Figure 5 shows the
yearly total rainfall and growing season rainfall for each year from 1957.
Table 1: Statistics for annual rainfall for the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment.
PercentileLocation Average
annual
rainfall 20%Dry
year
50%
Median
80%
Wet
year
Minimum
annual
rainfall &
year
Maximum
annual
rainfall &
year
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)
Esperance
Sandplain
510 443 486 590 291
(1994)
748
(1999)
Esperance
Mallee
380 336 365 448 203
(1994)
574
(1999)
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Figure 3: Rainfall isohyets for the Esperance region.
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Figure 4:  Average monthly rainfall* for a) the Esperance Sandplain, and b) the
Esperance Mallee areas of the catchment.
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Figure 5: Annual rainfall* separated into growing season (May to October) and out-of-
growing season for a) the Esperance Sandplain, and b) the Esperance Mallee
areas of the catchment.
2.2.2 Temperature
Temperatures throughout the entire catchment are similar and range from average
daily highs in summer of 27-29oC, to average winter highs of 16-18oC* (Figure 6).
The highest temperature since 1957 in the catchment reached 46oC (February 1991),
while the lowest temperature dropped to 1.5oC (July 1969).
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Figure 6:  Average monthly temperatures* for a) Esperance Sandplain, and b)
Esperance Mallee areas.  These graphs depict the highest recorded
temperature for the month, average maximum daily temperature, average
minimum daily temperature and lowest recorded temperature for the month
(since 1957).
*These interpolated rainfall and temperature data were obtained from the Silo Data Drill web-site. The
daily climate data are derived from the Bureau of Meteorology climate stations.  For more information
see the web-site at www.bom.gov.au/silo (The Data Drill, Climate Impacts and Natural Resources
Systems, Queensland Department of Natural Resources, 2000).
2.2.3 Wind
When wind reaches speeds of 29 kph it can move exposed particles of soil up to
sand grain size. The hours of winds greater than 29 kph for the nine years 1992-2000
have been recorded by the Department of Agricultures climate station at the
Esperance Downs Research Station, near Gibson.  Although each year is highly
variable and strong wind events occur episodically, the predominant direction of
strong winds in the region is west and west-north-west (Figure 7).
Predominant direction of strong winds (>29kph)
for years 1992 - 2000
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Figure 7:  The predominant direction of strong wind (>29 kph) from 1992 to 2000.
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2.3 Soil-landscape summary
Brendan Nicholas, Soil Resource Officer, Department of Agriculture, Esperance
2.3.1 Soil groups
The soil groups (Schoknecht 1997) found in the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment
are shown in Table 2.  Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex, grey shallow sandy
duplex and grey deep sandy duplex (gravelly) are the three most common.
Associated soils include calcareous loamy earths and pale deep sands (Figure 8).
Table 2: Soil groups in the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment
Soil group Area (ha) % of catchment
Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex 146,990 45
Grey deep sandy duplex 53,510 16
Grey shallow sandy duplex 51,940 16
Calcareous loamy earth 29,067 9
Pale deep sand 17,341 5
Shallow gravel 9,523 3
Alkaline grey deep sandy duplex 5,457 2
Other soil groups 15,035 4
Total 328,863 100
2.3.2 Soil-landscapes
Twenty soil-landscapes have been identified in the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment
(Table 3).  The most common is Sc1 which occupies 27 per cent of the catchment
and represents the shallow alkaline duplex soils of the mallee plains.  The Yo1 soil-
landscape occupies 15 per cent of the catchment and represents the duplex soils of
the incised river valleys. Sc6 represents mallee plains with shallow incised tributary
drainage in the Young Catchment.  The Mu1 soil-landscape of the plains and rises
between the incised river valleys of the Young and Lort Rivers occupies 14 per cent.
The other soil-landscapes occupy just under 30 per cent of the catchment (Figure 9).
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Table 3: Description of soil-landscapes with area and percentage of catchment.
Soil-
landscape
Legend description
Esperance System
Es1
(28,433 ha, 9%)
Level to gently undulating plain with subdued dunes, swamps and incipient
drainage lines. Grey deep sandy duplex (gravelly) soils with associated pale deep
sands.  Minor grey shallow sandy duplex soils and clays.
Es2
(17 ha,<1%)
Gently undulating sand sheet with subdued dunes and minor swales.  Pale deep
sands with associated grey deep sandy duplex (gravelly) soils.
Es4
(577 ha,<1%)
Gently inclined scarp (40 m high) with soaks on lower slopes.  Grey shallow and
deep sandy duplex soils, associated pale deep sands.  Minor wet soils.
Gore System
Go1
(1,171 ha, <1%)
Poorly drained low-lying level coastal plain with occasional dunes.  Grey deep
sandy duplex soils and pale deep sands.  Minor calcareous deep sands and saline
wet soils.
Go3
(1,313 ha, <1%)
Large swamps and lakes. Dominant soils are saline wet soils (that are regularly
inundated for long periods) with minor pale deep sands.
Halbert System
Ha1
(58 ha, <1%)
Gently undulating to undulating plain with many small playas.  Alkaline grey deep
and shallow sandy duplex soils with associated salt lake soils, pale deep sands
and calcareous loamy earths.
Munglinup System
Mu1
(44,763 ha, 14.%)
Externally drained plains and rises with gently inclined slopes some small level
plains on upper slopes and catchment divides. Grey deep and shallow sandy
duplex soils (gravelly) with minor pale deep sands, gravelly duplex soils and deep
sandy gravels
Mu3
(1,145 ha, <1%)
Gently inclined hillslopes of a low scarp (40 m), externally well drained with short
ephemeral streams. Grey deep and shallow sandy duplex (gravelly) soils with
minor pale deep sands, duplex sandy gravels and alkaline grey deep sandy duplex
soils.
Mu6
(1,437 ha, <1%)
Gently sloping rises consisting of broad crests in upper landscape positions.
Duplex sandy gravels and associated grey deep sandy (gravelly) duplex soils and
minor pale deep sands
Oldfield System
Od1
(4,267 ha,1%)
Undulating rises and plains in places increasing to rolling rises with incised
ephemeral streams. Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex soils, minor grey shallow
sandy duplex soils, duplex sandy gravels, and reddish brown non-cracking clays.
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Soil-
landscape
Legend description
Scaddan System
Sc1
(87,194 ha, 27%)
Level to gently undulating plain with incipient drainage and occasional gilgia
microrelief.  Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex soils often in a complex with
associated calcareous loamy earths
Sc2
(2,279 ha <1%)
Gently undulating to undulating plain with occasional subdued sand dunes and
sand sheets.  Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex soils, associated pale deep
sands and alkaline grey deep sandy duplex soils.
Sc4
(10,197 ha, 3%)
Level poorly drained plain or plateau with gilgia microrelief.  Alkaline grey shallow
sandy duplex soils, associated calcareous loamy earths and uniform non-cracking
clays.
Sc5
(17,627 ha, 5%)
Gently undulating to undulating plain. Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex soils
associated calcareous loamy earths and alkaline grey deep sandy duplex soils.
Sc6
(47,019 ha,14%)
Gently undulating plains with shallow defined tributary stream channels.  Alkaline
grey shallow sandy duplex soils, associated calcareous loamy earths.
Sc8
(26,300 ha, 8%)
Shallow incised river valley with gently inclined slopes. Alkaline grey shallow
sandy duplex soils associated calcareous loamy earths.
Salmon Gums System
Sg2
(3367ha,1%)
Very gently inclined scarp  with external drainage via a well developed network of
incipient streams. Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex soils and calcareous loamy
earths with minor non-cracking clays and bare rock.
Sg4
(272 ha,<1%)
Gently inclined to moderately inclined slopes and crests of very low relief occurring
in upper landscape positions. Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex soils and duplex
sandy gravels.
Tooregullup System
To1
(89 ha, <1%)
Coastal parallel dunes with linear swales and granite headlands.  Calcareous deep
sands, associated calcareous shallow sands and minor pale deep sands.
Young System
Yo1
(51,330 ha,15%)
Incised river valley with gently to moderately inclined slopes and narrow alluvial
plain,  Some breakaways on upper slopes. Grey shallow sandy duplex soils with
associated deep grey sandy duplex soils and other minor soils.
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Figure 8: Dominant soil groups of the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment
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Figure 9: Soil-landscapes of the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment
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2.4 Hydrogeology
John Simons, Hydrologist, Department of Agriculture, Esperance
Both the past geological history and land formation processes described in
Section 2.1 have significantly influenced the groundwater hydrology (hydrogeology)
of the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment.  To understand how changes to the water
balance in the last 50 years have affected the catchment, an explanation of the
natural characteristics of the hydrogeology is required.
2.4.1 Regolith
The regolith that has formed in the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment has large
variations in its material composition and thickness. In the Esperance and Scaddan
Systems the regolith consists of Tertiary sediments overlying the in-situ weathered
material above the basement rock (Figure 10).  The regolith in the river valleys and
slopes (Young System) is a mixture of these sediments, in-situ weathered material
and other materials deposited and transported from the surrounding landscape by
water (alluvial), gravity (colluvial) and wind (aeolian). The regoliths ability to store
and transmit water along with its thickness significantly influences the hydrogeology
of the catchment.
Figure 10: Stratigraphy of bore holes in various soil-landscapes within the catchment.
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2.4.2 Aquifers
Groundwater investigations in the Esperance region have shown that four aquifers
are present in the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment:
 i. shallow seasonal perched aquifers in duplex soils;
 ii. perched local aquifers in deep sand sheets and dunes;
 iii. semi-confined / unconfined aquifers in overlying Tertiary sediments; and
 iv. a deep semi-confined/confined intermediate aquifer in weathered basement
rocks.
These aquifers may be connected and, with the exception of the perched aquifers,
are often saline.
2.4.3 Groundwater flow systems
Groundwater processes causing salinity can be categorised according to their flow
systems because the scale (local, intermediate or regional) of the flow systems
reflects the ease with which salinisation can be managed.  In the Lort and Young
Rivers Catchment there are both local (recharge and discharge of groundwater
occurs within one to three kilometres of each other) and intermediate (horizontal
extent of 5 to10 kilometres and generally occur across an entire catchment)  flow
systems. The local flow systems occur in most soil-landscapes of the catchment,
however they are discontinuous and commonly superimposed over an intermediate
system. Groundwater flow is predominantly controlled by the intermediate flow
systems.
2.4.4 Groundwater
Groundwater generally occurs directly above the impervious bedrock underlying the
regolith (intermediate flow system), however in some cases (local flow systems)
groundwater can be temporarily perched on less permeable layers within the regolith
(e.g. bore nest FR1 in 1999 and 2000). Groundwater salinity increases away from the
coastal areas where fresh to brackish water can be found.  Groundwater on the
sandplain ranges from 50 to 4,000 mS/m while groundwater salinity in mallee areas
to the north can be higher than seawater at 6,500 mS/m.
2.5 Native vegetation
Brendan Nicholas, Soil Resource Officer, Department of Agriculture, Esperance
Figure 11 depicts the native vegetation of the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment
which falls into six of Beards (1973) vegetation systems.  The vegetation systems
have distinct vegetation associations that are largely a function of soil type,
topography and rainfall. There are 23 vegetation associations within the catchment
that make up the six vegetation systems.  Following is a brief description of the
vegetation systems and associations with hectares and percentage of each in the
catchment prior to clearing.
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Figure 11: Beard’s vegetation systems in the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment
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Esperance Vegetation System 167,872 ha (33%)
The Esperance Vegetation System consists of a mosaic of vegetation types
dominated by mallee-heath.  In areas of deeper sands a shrub-heath vegetation is
present.  River valleys support mallee vegetation. Principal associations are:
• mallee-heath characterised by presence of Eucalyptus tetragona;
• scrub-heath of Banksia speciosa with Lambertia inermis and Nuytsia floribunda;
• mallee of E. redunca and E. uncinata on river valley slopes;
• woodland of swamp yate (E. occidentalis) in swamps; and
• shrubs and trees of Melaleuca species usually M. preissiana in saline areas.
Lort Vegetation System 157,159 ha (31%)
The Lort System occupies the level inland plain of the mallee.  The dominant plant
cover is mallee, with a Melaleuca species understorey.  Principal associations are:
• mallee with E. eremophila dominant in association with E. forrestiana;
• low forest of moort (E. platypus) in clayey areas;
• scrub-heath of B. media, Grevillea asparagoides and Hakea spp.;
• mallee heath of E. tetragona on deep sands; and
• shrublands of M. uncinata.
Lake Hope Vegetation System 113,107 ha (22%)
Lake Hope Vegetation System occupies a basin of internal drainage around a
number of playa lakes, e.g. Lakes Tay, Sharpe and Mends.  Most of the area is
covered with mallee and woodland associations.  Principal associations are:
• mallee of E. eremophila, E. pileata, E. oleosa, E. flocktonia and E. incrassata;
• woodland of E. oleosa and E. flocktoniae; and
• low forest of whipstick (E. diptera) in clayey areas.
Oldfield Vegetation System 54,095 ha (11%)
The Oldfield Vegetation System occupies the dissected plains and rises that make up
the headwaters of the Young River. The country is variable with a close mosaic of
vegetation types. Principal associations are:
• mallee usually E. eremophila with a Melaleuca species dominant understorey;
• mallee-heath with E. tetragona;
• low forest of E. platypus with E. spathulata and E. annulata on clayey soil;
• scrub heath is characterised by the presence of G. excelsior;
• shrubland of  M. uncinata; and
• woodland of E. occidentalis in the valley bottoms.
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Salmon Gums Vegetation System 10,101 ha (2%)
The Salmon Gums Vegetation System occupies an elevated plain in the north-east of
the catchment. The system is transitional between the mallee to the south and
woodlands to the north.  Principal associations are:
• mallee of E. eremophila-E. oleosa with E. pileata, E. annulata, and E. diptera;
• woodland of E. oleosa-E. flocktoniae with minor occurences of E. salmonophloia.
Fanny Cove Vegetation System 939 ha (<1%)
The Fanny Cove Vegetation System occupies the coastal dunes and a narrow poorly
drained coastal plain.  Principal associations of the plain are:
• shrublands of B. speciosa; and
• Low woodland of E. platypus var. heterophylla in depressions.
2.6 Waterways and wetlands
Kaylene Parker, Rivercare Support Officer, Department of Environment, Water &
Catchment Protection, Albany
2.6.1 Young and Lort Rivers
(Information taken from Leighton and Watson 1992)
The Young River flows 95 km in a south-east direction to Stokes Inlet, west of
Esperance. The headwaters of the Young River lie in Unallocated Crown Land (UCL)
south of Frank Hann National Park.  The river then flows through a strip of foreshore
reserve stretching over 50 km, ranging from 50 m to greater than 1 km wide.  The
final stretches of the river and the Stokes Inlet are in the Stokes National Park. The
Young River has large pools of water, which are permanent through summer.  The
main water channel is fairly saline but freshwater soaks can be found along its length.
The Lort River flows approximately 130 km in a south to south-west direction to join
the Stokes Inlet.  The headwaters lie in Peak Charles National Park and are
surrounded by UCL.  Between the southern border of the UCL and Stokes National
Park boundary, the river flows in a narrow strip of river foreshore reserve stretching
over approximately 45 km.  The river reserve averages 500 m in width.
Aquatic flora and fauna
The Young and Lort Rivers provide important habitat for many varied aquatic flora
and fauna.  Frog species, native fish and macro-invertebrates are found in many of
the river pools along the rivers.  Aquatic flora, such as Ruppia megacarpa provide
habitat and food for native fish.  Macro-invertebrates include worms, snails,
crustaceans (prawns and marron) and insects (such as mayflies, stoneflies, beetles,
and bugs).
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2.6.2 Wetlands in the catchment
The Lort River Catchment has regionally significant wetlands that have been
assigned the Conservation class management category.  The suites of wetlands
include:
1. Upper-mid Lort wetland - situated between Rollond and Grass Patch Roads and
lies within nature reserve
2. Mid Lort wetland - sumplands and floodplain wetlands within a nature reserve
3. Native Dog swamp - damplands associated with the floodplain and channel of
Lort River
4. Roberts swamp - sumpland and damplands.
2.6.3 Stokes Inlet
(Information taken from Hodgkin and Clark 1989)
Stokes Inlet is set in a large river valley and has deep, permanent water unlike many
estuaries east of Bremer Bay.  The Inlet is the largest estuary in the Shire of
Esperance and one of the deepest in the South Coast Region.  The Inlet is part of the
Stokes National Park which is managed by the Department of Conservation and Land
Management.  The number of visitors is around 10,000 per year (T. Massenbauer pers
comm).
The Inlet is located in a deep valley that once would have been permanently open to
the sea.  The Inlet is located along a fault structure.  Approximately 4000 years ago,
the estuary would have been tidal and a highly productive sheltered marine
embayment.  As sea levels retreated, the estuary became closed to the sea by a high
sand bar.
Stokes Inlet is commercially fished and many estuarine and marine fish species
flourish in the estuary when salinity levels are not too extreme. The Inlet and estuary
are scenically attractive and have considerable tourism and recreational values.
Bar opening
The bar is closed most of the time and opens briefly during high flow events.
Consequently the salinity of the estuary varies greatly with river flow and evaporation.
The bar reportedly opened in 1919, 1927 (or 1932) and then not again until 1967.
Since then the bar has opened more frequently and this is thought to be due to
increased run-off since clearing.  High river flow is needed to open the bar, and
estimations that flow of 10 x 106 m3 is required to break the bar naturally.  Water
levels in the estuary vary from 1.5 m above to 1.5 m below sea level.
Water quality
Salinity levels in Stokes Inlet range from 5,100 to 15,600 milliSiemens per metre
Generally the salinity of the estuary is less than that of seawater 5,300 mS/m, but
during summer the estuary can become hypersaline.  Floodwater can reduce the
surface salinity in the Inlet to that of the river water.  When the bar is open and the
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seawater flows into the Inlet from the ocean, salinity levels become more similar to
the ocean.  The temperature of the Inlet water at the surface ranges from 22.4
degrees to 14.5 degrees.  There have been only a few nutrient samples taken from
the Stokes Inlet and these indicate a minor degree of nutrient enrichment, which is
supported by the presence of blue-green algae.
Aquatic flora and fauna
The small green alga Polyphysa peniculus, the seagrass Ruppia megacarpa and the
stonewort Lamprothamnium papulosum dominate aquatic flora of the Stokes Inlet.
The green alga grows extensively in the shallows, and Ruppia grows abundantly in
the eastern shallows of the Inlet when it is flooded and in the riverine reaches of the
Inlet.  A green algae Cladophora colethrix was found washed up on the shores of
Stokes Inlet in 1987 (Hodgkin and Clark 1989).
Fauna species in the inlet are mainly estuarine, such as the salt lake snail.  Marine
species can flourish when the bar is open and many juvenile prawns and mussels
have been recorded.  A few cockles and blue manna crabs have also been caught
during the months after the bar has opened.  Most marine species have been found
near the bar while estuarine species are widely distributed throughout the Inlet.
The composition of fish species depends on the timing and duration of the bar
opening.  Black bream are an estuarine species that also live in the Inlet and
upstream river pools.  This species is commercially fished.  There are also a few non-
commercial native species, such as the common minnow and species of hardyheads
and gobies, that live in the estuary.  When the bar opens, fertilised eggs, larvae and
juveniles of a variety of marine species, such as the sea mullet, enter the Inlet. A
number of marine species return to the sea to spawn at the next bar opening, and
continue their marine existence until the bar reopens. Mass mortalities of fish in
Stokes Inlet were reported in 1932, 1938 and 1983.
Many waterbirds also rely on the extensive wading habitat provided by Stokes Inlet.
2.7 Agricultural production
Harvey Jones, Regional Economist, Department of Agriculture, Esperance
In response to declining terms of trade, farmers in the Lort and Young Rivers
Catchment have increased the area cropped. Although the gross value of production
has grown steadily in the past five years to $52 million, farm profits are unlikely to
have increased. In recent years the value of the barley crop has declined to below
canola.  Sheep are an important part of the farming system with numbers now
rebounding slightly after the decline during the 1990s.  Cattle numbers have been
maintained in the region with the value of sales exceeding that of sheep and lambs in
recent years.
2.7.1 Agricultural systems
Agriculture in the catchment is primarily broadacre with winter cropping and livestock
the main industries.  Cropping rotations and production mix vary greatly between
farms and are dependant on soil type distribution, capital structure and individual
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business preferences.  Farm businesses put resources totally into cropping or
combine crops with sheep and/or beef cattle.  Sheep are primarily raised for wool,
with some prime lamb production.  Crops grown include wheat, barley (manufacturing
and feed), lupins, oats, canola and other pulses.
2.7.2 District production
Figure 12 shows an increase in area cropped in the Esperance Shire and this is likely
to have occurred in the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment.
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Figure 12: Trends in agricultural land use for the Esperance shire (Source: ABS,
Department of Agriculture)
The total gross value of agricultural production (GVP) in the catchment was $52
million in 1999/00.  Table 4 shows that cropping is dominated by wheat with barley
and canola being important contributors to farm production and income.  In recent
years, as has been common throughout the Esperance district, wheat and canola
production have increased relative to barley and lupins. However, the value of the
barley harvest is still only slightly less than that of canola.  Grain legumes form an
integral part of the cropping rotation and contribute about 5 per cent to crop income.
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Table 4: Crop production in the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment in 1999/00
Crop Area (ha) Tonnes GVP, $million
Wheat 45,800 85,200 14.6
Barley 26,400 50,500 8.0
Oats 1,400 2,800 0.3
Canola 24,600 31,500 10.2
Lupins 5,600 6,700 1.0
Other pulses 2,100 2,200 0.5
Hay and pasture seed 3,300 9,700 1.5
Total 109,200 188,600 36.1
Livestock provides about 30 per cent of the areas agricultural GVP (Table 5).
Average stocking rate for the catchment is five to six dry sheep equivalents per
hectare (dse/ha).  During the 1990s there was a decline in the size of the livestock
sector and its share in farm income. This has changed in the last two years with the
recovery in wool prices and firming values for beef and sheep meat and live exports.
Wool production has become the fourth largest individual contributor to the
agricultural GVP in the area.
Table 5: Livestock production in the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment in
1999/00
Livestock production Number Tonnes GVP ($ million)
Cattle slaughter 10,900 5.5
Sheep and lamb slaughter 165,000 3.9
Wool 2,000 7.0
Sheep and lambs shorn 439,000
Total 16.4
2.7.3 Economic performance
Figure 13 shows considerable variability in cash income over the years (this indicator
does not include depreciation, farm trading stocks kept on hand or owner-operator
and family labour).  Trend lines indicate that for the cropping industry, income has
fluctuated evenly but for mixed enterprises there has been a downward trend to cash
income.
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Figure 13: Trends in farm cash income using 1997/98 prices.  Farm cash income is the
balance between total cash receipts and total cash costs of a farm business.
Source: Adapted from ABARE outlook papers and ABARE Australian Farm Surveys reports
2.8 Land use
Brendan Nicholas, Soil Resource Officer, Department of Agriculture, Esperance
There are five land use categories in the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment (see
Figure 14).  Land use is dominated by farming at 56 per cent of the total area.
Table 6. Land use within the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment
Land zone Land use Area (ha) Percentage
Cleared farmland Farm 281,241 56
Reserve 30,976 6
CALM-managed reserve 7,783 2
Road 8,485 2
Uncleared land Infrastructure 378 <1
Reserve 162,366 32
CALM-managed reserve 12,044 2
Total hectares 503,273
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Figure 14: Land use in the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment
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3.0 Catchment condition and future risk
3.1 Salinity and groundwater
John Simons and Angela Alderman, Department of Agriculture, Esperance
This section summarises the current data and information on how changes in the
catchment water balance are impacting on groundwater levels and the extent of
secondary salinity in the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment.  These changes have
resulted in increased groundwater recharge, groundwater storage and groundwater
discharge from the catchments aquifers, causing rising watertables and the
development of secondary salinity.  Changes within the catchment water balance will
continue for decades until a new equilibrium is reached.
3.1.1 Groundwater levels and trends
Depth to groundwater in the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment is highly variable
(Table 7) and depends on a number of factors relating to climate, hydrogeology, soil,
landscape, vegetation and land use.
In and adjacent to the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment, the Department of
Agriculture has eight groundwater monitoring bores.  Groundwater level data
collected from the monitoring bores has been statistically analysed using HARTT
(Hydrograph Analysis  Rainfall and Time Trend) to calculate the trends in
groundwater levels and to separate the effects of atypical rainfall events from the
underlying time trend.  Groundwater levels beneath all except one of these sites are
rising at rates between 0.05 and 0.30 m per year (Figure 15).  The exception is bore
nest CA3 located on unallocated Crown Land (UCL) in the upper reaches of the
catchment where water levels have remained static.
If groundwater levels continue to rise at the same rate (assuming similar rainfall
patterns and recharge), by the year 2050 half of the groundwater monitoring sites
within the agricultural area of the catchments are predicted to have shallow (<1 m)
groundwater levels (Table 8).
3.1.2 Extent of salt-affected land (1989 and 1997) and low-lying areas with
potential for shallow watertables.
The Land Monitor Project* used satellite data to map areas of consistently low
productivity that may include salt-affected land and other consistently bare areas
(e.g. gravel pits).  Salt-affected land with a vegetative cover, such as trees and barley
grass, and areas that are not consistently bare are difficult to map using this
technique.  Consequently the map only represents the severely salt-affected areas
that have been consistently degraded and bare of plant growth**.
The Land Monitor Project mapped 1.4 per cent of the agricultural area of the Lort and
Young Rivers Catchment as salt-affected in 1989 and in 1997.
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Table 7: Depths to watertable and groundwater salinity in Department of
Agriculture groundwater monitoring bores in the Lort and Young
Rivers Catchment
Bore ID Soil-
landscape
Depth to
bedrock
(m)
Groundwater
depth (m) Oct
2001
Groundwater
salinity – EC
(mS/m)
Flow system
AG24 Es1 NA* -7.4 400500 Intermediate
AG25 Es1 34 -4.2 20002500 Intermediate
FR1D Es1 22+ -17.5 30003600 Intermediate
FR1S Es2 NA dry
(-2.3, 10/10/00)
200600 Local
(perched)
AG30 Mu1 25 -9.4 36003800 Intermediate
AG29 Sc1 38 -27.0 43005100 Intermediate
CA10 Sc1 31 -9.22 5700 Intermediate
CA11 Sc1 22 -2.12 NA Intermediate
CA12D Sc1 22 -1.16 4700 Intermediate
CA12OB Sc1 NA -1.27 3600 Intermediate
CA13D Sc1 17 -0.77 6300 Intermediate
CA13OB Sc1 NA -0.72 6200 Intermediate
CA14D Sc1 12 -1.42 6600 Intermediate
CA14OB Sc1 NA -1.39 6000 Intermediate
CA15 Sc1 29 -4.74 6400 Intermediate
CA2D Sc1 18 -12.1 53006500 Intermediate
CA9D Sc1 29 -9.42 5700 Intermediate
CA9OB Sc1 NA dry NA Local
CA1D Sc4 20 -12.5 20003200 Intermediate
CA1S Sc4 NA dry
(-2.8, 14/01/99)
14001600 local (perched)
CA3D Sc4 NA -11.1 40005300 Intermediate
CA8D Sc8 26 -2.17 5600 Intermediate
CA8OB Sc8 NA -2.13 2400 Intermediate
* NA  data not available
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Table 8: Current rates of groundwater level rise and watertable depths (2001)
and forcast depth to watertable in 2020 and 2050
Bore ID Rate of
groundwater
level rise
Watertable depth
below ground
level 2001
Watertable depth
below ground
level 2020
Watertable depth
below ground
level 2050
(m/yr) (m) (m) (m)
AG29 0.05 27.0 26.2 25.1
AG25 0.10 4.5 2.5 <1.0
AG24* 0.15 7.6 5.1 1.1
FR1D 0.20 17.2 13.5 7.5
CA1D 0.25 12.0 6.8 <1.0
AG30 0.30 9.4 3.8 <1.0
(* Adjacent to,  but not within Lort River topographic catchment)
3.1.3 Height above flowpaths
The Land Monitor Project has identified low-lying areas with the potential for shallow
(<2 m) watertables using the height above flowpath technique***.  Twenty-one per
cent of the catchment is within or half a metre above the flowpaths (Figure 16).
However the map needs to be interpreted carefully as it:
• is a modelling product and derived mostly from the shape of the landscape;
• does not use, calculate or measure depth to the watertables; and
• does not identify potential hillside seepage areas.
The extent to which the soil-landscapes, land use and roads within the agricultural
area of The Catchment is mapped as salt-affected and having low-lying areas with
the potential for shallow watertables has been spatially analysed****.
Notes:
* The Land Monitor Project is a multi-agency project of the Western Australian Salinity Action
Plan supported by the Natural Heritage Trust.
** In a sample area salinity mapping accuracy is estimated to be 80 per cent of severely salt-
affected land evident in 1997 was mapped and one per cent of non-saline land was mapped
as salt-affected.
*** Height-above-flowpath is a measurement of the vertical elevation from the flowpaths. The
flowpaths are areas where water flow accumulation is high (not just creeklines). Once the
flowpath is defined, an area within a discrete (0.00.5 m) height class above the flowpath can
be identified.  These are generally low-lying areas with the potential for shallow watertables.
**** Extent of salt-affected land was calculated by combining the Land Monitor Projects September
1989 and 1997 interim data (Landsat scene 109-083). The low-lying area with potential for shallow
watertables was calculated using the 00.5 m height above flowpath interim data.  Details and
accuracy statements of the data sets can be found in CSIRO Mathematical and Information Services
(CMIS) Report No. 01/111.
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CASCADE ROAD (UNALLOCATED CROWN LAND)
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Bore Number: CA3D & S
Location: Cascade Rd, Esperance Mallee - 128km NW of Esperance; 28km NW of
Cascade
Average Annual Rainfall:  350 mm
Elevation/landform: 245m AHD (approx.), level to gently inclined plain
Soil: Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex
Land Use: Unallocated crown land
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Soil: Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex
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Figure 15: Groundwater trends in the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment (1984  2001)
Bore Number: CA1D & S
Location: Cascade Rd, Esperance Mallee - 123km NW of Esperance; 23km NW of
Cascade
Average Annual Rainfall:  350 mm
Elevation/landform:  260m AHD (approx.), level to gently inclined plain
Soil: Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex
Land Use: Cropping / pasture
CAUTION:  Hydrographs have different vertical scales.
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Bore Number:  AG29
Location: Cascade Rd, Esperance Sandplain - 104km NW of Esperance, 4km NW of
Cascade.
Average Annual Rainfall:  400 mm
Elevation/landform: 180m AHD (approx.), level to gently inclined plain
Soil:  Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex
Land Use:  Cropping / pasture
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Bore Number:  AG30
Location: Mills Road, Esperance Sandplain - 80km NW of Esperance.
Average Annual Rainfall:  450 mm
Elevation/landform:  180m AHD (approx.), level plain
Soil:  Grey shallow sandy duplex (gravelly)
Land Use: Cropping / pasture
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Bore Number:  AG24
Location:  South Coast Hway, Esperance Sandplain - 50km west of Esperance
Average Annual Rainfall:  550 mm
Elevation/landform:  55m AHD (approx.), gently undulating plain
Soil:  Grey deep sandy duplex
Land Use:  Pasture
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Bore Number:  AG25
Location:  Cascade Rd, Esperance Sandplain - 50km west of Esperance
Average Annual Rainfall: 450 mm
Elevation/landform:  125m AHD (approx.), gently undulating plain
Soil:  Grey deep sandy duplex
Land Use:  Pasture
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Elevation/landform:  170m AHD (approx.), gently inclined plain
Soil:  Grey sandy duplex
Land Use: Cropping / pasture
□ Cascade
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Soil-landscapes
Within the agricultural area of the catchment, the Scaddan System (Sc) has the
largest area of salt-affected land (60 per cent) and 70 per cent of the low-lying areas
with the potential for shallow watertables .  Although only 1 per cent of the Es1 soil-
landscape was mapped as salt-affected, 26 per cent has low-lying areas with the
potential for shallow watertables (Table 9).  The Esperance (Es) and Munglinup (Mu)
Systems had about 1.8 per cent mapped as salt-affected and each system had
approximately 10 per cent of the catchments total low-lying areas with potential for
shallow watertables.  Table 9 lists the proportion of salt-affected land and low-lying
areas for each soil-landscape in the catchment.
Table 9: Area and proportion of salt-affected land and low-lying areas with
potential for shallow watertables (0–0.5 m height above flowpath) in
soil-landscapes of the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment
Soil-
landscap
e
Area of
soil-
landscape
within
catchment
Area and
proportion of
soil-landscape
salt-affected
Proportion
of total
catchment
salinity
Area and
proportion of
soil-landscape
0-0.5 m above
flowpath
Proportion
of total area
0-0.5 m
above
flowpath
(ha) (ha) (%) (%) (ha) (%) (%)
Es1 28,433 324 1.1 6.9 7,342 26 10.51
Es2 17 0.2 1.2 0.0 3 17 0.00
Es4 577 19 3.3 0.4 66 11 0.09
Go1 1,172 81 6.9 1.7 341 29 0.49
Go3 1,314 179 13.6 3.8 225 17 0.32
Ha1 113 0 0 0.0 53 47 0.08
Mu1 44,764 560 1.3 12.0 6,698 15 9.59
Mu3 1,146 38 3.3 0.8 79 7 0.11
Mu6 1,437 7 0.5 0.2 5 0.3 0.01
Od1 4,268 10 0.2 0.2 436 10 0.62
Sc1 69,564 665 1.0 14.3 17,433 25 24.96
Sc2 2,280 34 1.5 0.7 858 38 1.23
Sc4 27,773 433 1.6 9.3 10,165 37 14.56
Sc5 16,627 191 1.1 4.1 6,169 35 8.83
Sc6 47,020 767 1.6 16.5 8,309 18 11.89
Sc8 26,299 655 2.5 14.0 6,242 24 8.93
Sg2 3,368 18 0.5 0.4 969 29 1.39
Sg4 272 0 0 0.0 72 26 0.10
To1 89 1 0.8 0.0 21 23 0.03
Yo1 51,331 684 1.3 14.7 4,374 9 6.26
TOTAL 328,863 4,665 1.4 100 69,860 21 100
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Land use
The extent to which the various land uses are mapped as salt-affected and having
low-lying areas with potential for shallow watertables, is provided in Table 10.
Table 10: Area and proportion of salt-affected land and low-lying areas with
potential for shallow watertables (0–0.5 m height above flowpath) in
various land use areas of the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment
Land use Area Area &
proportion
mapped as
salt-affected
Proportion
of total
catchment
mapped as
salt-
affected
Area &
proportion
 0-0.5 m above
flowpath
Proportion
of total
area 0-
0.5 m
above
flowpath
(ha) (ha) (%) (%) (ha) (%) (%)
Farmland 281,241 3,952 1 85 59,771 21 86
Reserves 30,976 567 2 12 6,205 20 9
CALM-managed
reserves
7,783 37 >1 1 1,754 23 3
Road reserves 8,485 95 1 2 1,966 23 3
Infrastructure 378 NA NA 0 163 43 >1
Total 328,863 4,651 100 69,901 100
NA: Not Applicable as area mapped as salt-affected due to being consistently bare in relation to plant
growth.
Roads
Twenty per cent (120 km) of the 620 km of roads within the catchment are within low-
lying areas that have potential for shallow watertables.  In such areas, the life
expectancy of sealed roads is reduced by 75 per cent and construction and
maintenance costs of gravel roads are increased by about 40 and 25 per cent
respectively.
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Figure 16: Current (1989 and 1997) salinity and low-lying areas with potential for
shallow watertables as mapped by the Land Monitor Project.
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3.1.4 Potential salinity risk
Drilling in July 2001 in the upper Lort River Catchment has provided the input data to
develop a cross-section (Figure 17) representing a groundwater flowpath within the
Scaddan System in the upper tributaries of this catchment.  Analysis of the cross-
section using the Flowtube* calculator indicates under current land management
(20 mm annual recharge), groundwater levels will rise 20 cm per year and a shallow
(<1 m) watertable will develop along the entire length of the waterway within 45 years
(Figure 18).  However, the results are only an indication of future water levels and
should be treated with caution as many simplifications, assumptions and estimates
are included in the calculations.
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Figure 17: Upper Lort River bore transect
Footnote
* Flowtube is a relatively simple 2-D groundwater balance calculator developed by the
Department of Agriculture in collaboration with CSIRO Land and Water and The University of
Melbourne.  It is designed to predict groundwater levels along a cross-section of a catchment or
hillside to represent a flowpath.  Flowtube assesses the long-term trends in groundwater levels,
estimates rates of groundwater level rise, length of cross-section with groundwater close to the
surface, and the periods of time over which groundwater movements will take place.
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Figure 18: Calculated (Flowtube) changes in groundwater levels in the upper Lort River Catchment.
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3.2 Impact of agriculture and salinity on native vegetation
Tilo Massenbauer, Recovery Catchment Officer, Department of Conservation and
Land Management
3.2.1 Remnant vegetation
The catchment retains 49 per cent of its original native vegetation cover.  Most of this
vegetation occurs on reserves managed by the Department of Conservation and
Land Management (CALM), the Esperance Shire, indigenous groups and the
Department of Land Administration (DOLA).  The remaining native vegetation is
fragmented over farmland.
Appendix 1 summarises vegetation types and their present cover across the
catchment.  A vegetation type is considered to be under-represented where this
value is less than 25 per cent of its original distribution. The remnant vegetation
includes 51 species of priority flora and four of declared rare flora (Appendix 2). The
following vegetation types are considered to be under-represented:
• Banksia and chittick scrub-heath in the Esperance Sandplain (3 per cent
remaining);
• Scrub-heath in the Esperance Sandplain including Mt Ragged scrub-heath
(16 per cent remaining); and
• Tallerack mallee-heath (22 per cent remaining).
3.2.2 Impact on remnant vegetation in low-lying areas with potential for
shallow watertables (0-0.5 m height above flowpath).
Although the entire catchment is 49 per cent vegetated, the farmed area is only 24
per cent vegetated.  Twenty per cent of the farmed areas remnant vegetation is in
low-lying areas with potential for shallow watertables (0-0.5 m height above
flowpath). In particular, this will threaten two species of declared rare flora and 10
species of priority flora (Table 11).  It is expected that the Cascade and Griffiths
Nature Reserves will be most affected, with 54 per cent of a total 1,664 hectares at
risk.
One activity being undertaken by CALM and the Oil Mallee Company is the collection
of seed from within the catchment, including an important salt-tolerant, high oil
yielding mallee species, Eucalyptus angustissima. This species is at risk from
potential groundwater rise. It grows in naturally saline areas, but is at risk from
increased waterlogging.
The Lort and Young Rivers vegetation corridors provide an exceptional ecological link
between the South Coast Macro-corridor and Northern Mallee Macro-corridor, which
is at risk from potential shallow watertables.  Stokes National Park and Stokes Inlet
also form part of the South Coast Macro-corridor.
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Table 11:  Priority and declared rare flora of the Lort and Young Rivers
Catchment in low-lying areas with potential for shallow watertable
Species Status Risk
Dampiera sericantha P1 00.5 m height above flowpath
Caladenia longifimbriata P1 Immediate
Daviesia campephylla P2 00.5 m height above flowpath
Gastrolobium heterophyllum P2 0 0.5 m height above flowpath
Opercularia rubioides P2 0 0.5 m height above flowpath
Andersonia macranthera P2 00.5 m height above flowpath
Acacia octonervia P3 00.5 m height above flowpath
A. pritzeliana P3 00.5 m height above flowpath
Grevillea aneura P3 00.5 m height above flowpath
Eucalyptus dolichorhyncha P4 00.5 m height above flowpath
Orthrosanthus muelleri R 00.5 m height above flowpath
Conostylis lepidospermoides R 00.5 m height above flowpath
Source:  Priority and Rare flora data, CALM Wildlife Conservation Section; Salinity risk data, CSIRO,
Land Monitor.  Table by Tilo Massenbauer (2001), CALM Recovery Catchment Officer.  Refer to
Appendix 3 for definitions of conservation status codes.
3.3 Impacts of agriculture and salinity on waterways and wetlands
Kaylene Parker, Rivercare Support Officer, Department of Environment, Water &
Catchment Protection, Albany
The Water and Rivers Commission established gauging stations on the Lort and
Young Rivers in 1973 and 1971 respectively. Two of these sites, Melaluka and
Munglinup, were established prior to local land clearing. The Munglinup gauging
station provides a view of the changes that have occurred as the vegetation was
cleared in a small tributary. The site has a catchment area of 1000 hectares, and is
80 per cent cleared.  The Melaluka site has a catchment area of 160 hectares and is
situated in the upper part of the catchment where it is uncleared.
3.3.1 Overall condition
The Lort and Young Rivers are in good to excellent condition in comparison to other
waterways in the State. These rivers have a wide buffer of foreshore vegetation along
their length.  These river corridors have important ecological values in that they form
important macro-corridors linking the coastal reserves to the Frank Hann and Peak
Charles National Parks. The rivers also have considerable habitat values, including
riffle zones, extensive pools that retain water all year round, and overhanging
vegetation along their entire lengths.
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Most of the vegetation corridor along the rivers has adequate width, except some
sections where this buffer is less than 50 m with few remaining native plants in the
understorey.  There is a section of the Lort River extending 3 km south and 8 km
north of the South Coast Highway, that has been cleared to the water edge and
invaded by weeds.  Otherwise, there is little evidence of weed intrusion in the buffer
except at the boundary of the river reserves and agricultural lands, and at road
crossings.  There are pockets of vegetation along the river showing signs of salinity
and waterlogging, which is likely to cause further erosion of the river banks.  Overall,
the rivers are in excellent condition, with little evidence of degradation.
Stokes Inlet is at the bottom of the catchment and is the sink for catchment run-off,
which contains periodic high levels of salt, sediments and nutrients.  The amount,
and quality of run-off impacts on the Inlets aquatic fauna, bird life and riparian
vegetation (T. Massenbauer pers. comm.).  The gauging stations have recorded an
increase in salinity levels and in the frequency and volume at which water is draining
from the catchment since clearing.
Table 12:  Condition rating of major waterway components of the Lort and
Young Rivers
Waterway component Rating
Hydrology and water quality 4
Foreshore vegetation 3
Aquatic vegetation 2
Aquatic habitat 2
Bank stability 3
Channel features and modifications 2
Other pollutants Unknown
Scenic, recreational values 2
Conservation values 2
Condition rating:
1. No evidence of changes in condition
2. Excellent condition - minimal evidence of changes to condition
3. Evidence of minor changes
4. Evidence of more significant changes
5. Beginning to significantly impact on the health of the waterways
6. Very poor  - affecting the health of the waterways
3.3.2 Water quality
The Lort and Young Rivers are naturally saline, at about 1,090 and 2,910 mS/m
respectively (seawater is 5,300 mS/m).  Salinity ranges from less saline after heavy
rain to hypersaline in river pools over summer.
Figure 19 compares salinities recorded at the Munglinup gauging station with those
further upstream at the Melaluka gauging station.  Salinity levels at the Melaluka site
appear to have changed little over the years. However, there is strong indication of
increased salinity at the Munglinup site shortly after clearing.  By about 1990, the
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water salinity at this site appears to have levelled, but at high values compared to the
Melaluka site.
Salinity readings at the Munglinup and Melaluka gauging stations
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Figure 19: Salinity levels at the Munglinup and Melaluka gauging stations
Figure 20 depicts the Lort River salinity data, which incorporates low, medium and
high river flows. The graph suggests that there has been a steady increase in salinity
since 1973.  Although a similar trend is evident in the Young River data, continued
monitoring is required to determine long-term salinity changes.
Salinity range of the Lort River gauging station
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Figure 20: Salinity range recorded at the Lort River gauging station
3.3.3 Flow rates
Catchment run-off is low, averaging less than 1 per cent of annual rainfall.  Average
discharge into Stokes Inlet is 5 x 106 cubic metres (Hodgkin and Clark 1989).  Main
river flow is from July to October, although yearly and monthly averages do not give a
true picture of flow characteristics.  Figures 21 and 22 show the total monthly
discharge for each river between 1973 and 1998.  The spikes indicate that a major
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flood event occurred during that month.  Figure 23 illustrates annual increases in the
frequency and quantity of water flowing from the catchment after the period of
clearing in 1982-83.
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Figure 21: Monthly discharge for the Lort River
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Figure 22: Monthly discharge for the Young River
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Figure 23: Annual discharge recorded at the Munglinup gauging station
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4.0 Salinity management
A range of options is available to manage salinity.  This includes adapting to salinity
while endeavouring to reduce its severity, rate of spread and eventual extent.
Salinity can be managed by reducing recharge to groundwater, increasing
groundwater discharge and productive use of salt-affected land.
Landholders are encouraged to analyse the management options presented in this
chapter to see how they may fit into their farm enterprises.  Factors such as soil type,
annual rainfall, enterprise mix and financial structure will determine what is the most
suitable approach for a farm business.  Farm business financial viability is vitally
important when considering management changes.
4.1 Recharge management
4.1.2 Plants
Jamie Bowyer, Development Officer, Department of Agriculture, Esperance
In some cases, annual crops and pastures can be manipulated to use more water.
However, this increase in water use will have minimal impact on the level of salinity.
Farmers are encouraged to concentrate on growing good annual crops and pastures
for maximum financial returns.
Warm season crops are often suggested as a tool for managing salinity.  A range of
species and varieties has been grown in the Esperance area with various levels of
success.  At present, the overall effect on recharge and salinity is not known.
Research is currently underway to quantify the effect warm season crops may have
on soil moisture levels.
Perennial plants use more water than annual plants because they have deeper root
systems and can use water all year round.  Perennial pastures, fodder shrubs,
commercial tree plantings and revegetation, are methods of introducing perennial
plants into the landscape.  Protection of remnant vegetation is also very important for
managing salinity.  Appendix 3 contains a list of suitable local native species for
revegetation.
The following soil sheets record the most suitable options to reduce recharge for the
five dominant soils in the catchment.  There is also information on land management
hazards for each soil type.  The water use estimates have been calculated using
AgET, which is a simple water balance calculator.  The figures should be used as
estimates.
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Soil type Land management hazard Water use options Recharge as % of
rainfall 400 mm
ALKALINE GREY SHALLOW
SANDY DUPLEX
Description
Duplex soil with 1030 cm sand
over alkaline, sodic and domed
subsoils. High production in good
years. Nutrient availability low
because of pH.
Current agriculture:
Pasture/cereal, pasture/2 cereal
or continuous crop rotations
including combinations of
pea/wheat/barley/canola. Pasture
species are medics, sub. clover or
serradella depending on pH and
depth of sand.
• High wind erosion where
surface is loose
• Moderate water erosion on
slopes
• Shallow unrestricted rooting
depth (<30 cm) due to high
bulk density of subsoil
• Very low waterlogging hazard
• High salinity risk in low-lying
flat areas
• Low subsurface acidification
risk
• Nil to low risk of subsurface
compaction
Current agriculture:
Pasture/cereal or continuous crop
Options:
Perennial pastures
Lucerne as a phase in crop rotation
 2 lucerne/2 cereal
Trees
Oil mallees (Eucalyptus & Melaleuca sp.)
for oil & biomass, sugar gums
Saline areas
Saltbush, tall wheat grass, puccinellia and
balansa clover
Pre-clearing vegetation
5-10
0-5
0-5
na
0-5
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Soil type Land management hazard Water use options Recharge as % of
rainfall 525 mm
GREY DEEP SANDY DUPLEX
Description
Duplex soil with sand over gravel
over clay at around 80 cm. Land
use determined by depth to gravel
where shallow gravels can cause
waterlogging and limit crop
options
Current Agriculture:
Lupin/wheat/canola/wheat (or
barley) or 2 pasture/barley in
higher rainfall or where shallower
profiles cause waterlogging.
Annual pasture legume species
are sub. clover or serradella.
Some perennial grass pastures in
higher rainfall areas
• High risk of wind erosion
• Moderate risk of water erosion
in sloping landscapes
• Low risk of soil structure
decline
• Moderate unrestricted rooting
depth (30-80 cm)
• Low waterlogging risk in flat
and low-lying areas, very low
to nil in sloping areas
• Moderate risk of subsurface
acidification
Current agriculture:
Lupin/wheat/canola/wheat
Options:
Perennial pastures:
A range of perennial pasture species is
suited including kikuyu, Rhodes grass,
perennial veldt grass, and lucerne
Fodder shrubs:
Tagasaste on deeper, well drained sites
Trees:
Sugar gums for logs, blue gums for chips
and Melaleuca, Acacia & Eucalyptus spp.
for biomass
Saline sites:
Tall wheat grass, saltbush, puccinellia and
balansa clover
Pre-clearing vegetation
10-15
2-8
2-6
2-6
na
2-6
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Soil type Land management hazard Water use options Recharge as % of
rainfall 525 mm
GREY SHALLOW SANDY
DUPLEX
Description
Less than 30 cm sand over clay,
sand may contain gravels.
Shallow rooting depth and
waterlogging limits crop options
Current Agriculture:
Permanent annual pasture,
2pasture/cereal or
3pasture/cereal.  Some perennial
pastures including phalaris.
Raised beds increasing cropped
area and allowing lupins and
canola to be grown more reliably.
• High risk of wind erosion
• Moderate risk of water erosion
in sloping landscapes
• Shallow (<30 cm) unrestricted
rooting depth due to clay
subsoil
• Moderate to high risk of soil
structure decline due to
shallow, often sodic, subsoil
that may be brought to the
surface by cultivation (past or
present)
• Low risk of subsurface
acidification
• Low to moderate risk of
waterlogging in flat and
low-lying areas.  Nil to very
low in sloping landscapes
• High risk of water repellence
Current agriculture:
Permanent annual pasture or
pasture/cereal in lower rainfall areas
Options:
Perennial pastures:
Phalaris, tall wheatgrass and to a lesser
extent kikuyu. Strawberry clover in summer
wet sites
Fodder shrubs:
Acacia saligna
Trees:
Oil mallees (Eucalyptus & Melaleuca sp.)
for oil & biomass, flat-topped yate for logs
Saline sites:
Saltbush, tall wheatgrass, puccinellia and
balansa clover.
Pre-clearing vegetation
10-13
5-10
2-6
2-6
na
2-6
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Soil type Land management hazard Water use options Recharge as % of
rainfall 400 mm
CALCAREOUS LOAMY
EARTH
Description
Shallow sand (sometimes
absent) over loam over clay.
Similar to kopi but lacks
powdery surface.  Alkaline
throughout
Current agriculture:
No typical rotation but the
following crops grown: peas,
wheat, barley, canola and other
pulses. Pastures are largely
medic based.
• Low risk of wind erosion
• Low to moderate risk of water
erosion
• Moderate to high risk of soil
structure decline
• Rooting depth 1020 cm
• Not prone to acidification
• Highly saline below 30 cm
Current agriculture:
Pea/wheat/canola/barley
Options:
Perennial pastures:
Not many options here due to low rainfall,
tall wheat grass and lucerne in better areas
Trees
Oil mallees (Eucalyptus. & Melaleuca sp.)
for oil & biomass
Saline sites:
Saltbush, tall wheat grass and balansa
clover
Pre-clearing vegetation
5-10
0-5
0-5
na
0-5
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Soil type Land management hazard Water use options Recharge as % of
rainfall 525 mm
PALE DEEP SAND
Description
Deep fine sand, grey at the
surface grading to white then
yellow.  Nutrient status low
with poor moisture-holding
capacity
Current agriculture:
Lupin/cereal or
lupin/cereal/canola or permanent
annual pasture in higher rainfall
areas.  Areas of perennial veldt
grass and tagasaste. Annual
legume pasture species are sub.
clover or serradella depending on
sand depth and potassium
nutrition.
• High wind erosion risk,
increasing to extreme on
exposed crests and ridges
• Moderate water erosion risk
on slopes and ridges, low on
flat areas
• Low to moderate water
holding capacity
• Moderate risk of subsurface
acidification
• Deep unrestricted rooting
depth (80-150 cm +)
• High risk of water repellency
• Low risk of soil structure
decline
• Nil to very low risk of water
logging only in flat low-lying
areas
Current agriculture:
Lupin/wheat
Options:
Annual pastures:
Serradella
Perennial pastures:
Perennial veldt grass, Rhodes grass,
lucerne and kikuyu on better sites.
Fodder shrubs:
Tagasaste ideally suited
Trees:
Maritime & radiata pine & tuarts for logs,
blue gums for chips & logs
Pre-clearing vegetation
15+
15 +
5 -10
2-8
0-5
4-8
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4.1.2 Surface water management
Brendan Moore, Land Conservation Officer, Department of Agriculture,  Esperance
There are many options for managing surface water.  The preferred approach is to
reduce the speed and amount of surface water flow by land management and soil
improvement, then manage the excess surface water (run-off) with earthworks.
Surface water earthwork options
Surface water earthworks reduce the velocity and volume of excess run-off through
diverting or retaining water. Table13 shows the area of slope classes of seven major
soil-landscapes, which represent 92 per cent of the cleared farmland in the
catchment.
Table 13: Area of slope classes for the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment
Slope class and area of soil-landscape (ha)Soil-
landscape 0-1% 1-3% 3-5% 5-10% 10%+
Sc1 41,921 43,060 2,062 132 3
Yo1 2,622 13,890 15,253 16,111 3,204
Sc6 15,869 26,429 4,021 649 16
Mu1 16,766 21,961 4,260 1,488 149
Es1 15,937 11,234 1,090 162 10
Sc8 4,525 14,476 5,603 1,560 81
Sc5 6,175 8,919 1,775 199 1
Total 103,815 139,969 34,064 20,301 3,464
Grade and absorption banks may be used on land with slopes ranging up to 10 per
cent.  Considering the slope (Table 13) and dominant soil groups (Section 2.3), the
most suitable soil-landscapes for these banks are Sc1, Yo1, Sc6 and Mu1.  Surface
drains may be used where the slope is less than 1 per cent and therefore the most
suitable soil-landscapes for these are Sc1, Sc6, Mu1 and Es1.
Structures with no land slope criteria need site specific land assessment to determine
their suitability. Only 1 per cent of the catchment is unsuitable for banks and surface
drains, and 92 per cent of this area falls within Yo1, an incised river valley.
Land management options
Land management options reduce the speed or velocity of surface water by slowing
the rate of water movement.  Three land management options may be used within
most areas of the Lort and Young Rivers Catchment:
• vegetative cover;
• working land along the contour;
• grass strips and permanently grassed waterways.
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Soil improvement options
Soil improvement options reduce the volume of surface water by increasing soil water
retention. Table 14 shows six major soil groups or 85 per cent of the catchment may
be improved with gypsum, clay or ripping.
Table 14:  Soil improvement options for six major soil groups in the Lort and
Young Rivers Catchment
Soil group Area (ha) %* Gypsum Claying Rippin
g
Alkaline grey shallow sandy
duplex
146,990 45 ✔ X X
Grey deep sandy duplex 53,510 16 X ✔ ✔
Grey shallow sandy duplex 51,940 16 ✔ X X
Pale deep sand 17,341 5 X ✔ ✔
Alkaline grey deep sandy duplex 5,457 2 X ✔ ✔
Alkaline grey shallow loamy
duplex
2,630 1 ✔ X X
Total 277,868 85
∗ percentage of catchment
Gypsum can be used on shallow duplex soils that have developed a hardsetting
surface.  Claying is an option for deep sandy soils that have become non-wetting.
Ripping can be used on deep sandy soils to loosen compacted layers .
4.2 Groundwater discharge management
John Simons,  Hydrologist,  Department of Agriculture, Esperance.
Drainage and pumping systems have an important role to play in salinity
management as they can increase groundwater discharge rates and relieve the
hydraulic pressure of the groundwater system.
To protect priority resources, such as prime agricultural land, infrastructure and high
value conservation areas, groundwater drainage and/or pumping may need to be
considered in some situations to compliment recharge management practices.  It is
unrealistic to expect current recharge management practices to prevent the further
spread of salinity and similarly the development of salinity cannot be reversed purely
through the use of drains and pumps.
The success of any groundwater drainage or pumping system is dependent upon
whether it considers the size and characteristics of the contributing groundwater flow
system.  Investing in on-ground works for which there is an expectation of some
benefits (production and/or environmental) requires sound planning and assessment
before implementation.
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4.2.1 Groundwater drainage (deep open or closed drains and tube drains)
These drainage designs are used to lower watertables to prevent the additional
accumulation of soil salts, while allowing rainfall (or irrigation water) to leach salt from
the soil profile.  They tend to be deep (greater than 1 m) and either open or closed to
surface water flow or completely back filled with coarse aggregate after some form of
tubing has been installed (tube drains).  The latter are mostly used in irrigated areas
and where they have been implemented in dryland agricultural situations (e.g.
Esperance Downs Research Station) were proven to be uneconomic.
Deep open and closed drains are relatively expensive to construct and their
effectiveness is variable.  The effectiveness of any drain designed to lower
watertables is dependent on the drainage site having:
• suitable soils (highly permeable and stable) and underlying aquifer materials with
an adequate ability to transmit groundwater; and
• an aquifer with adequate hydraulic gradient on the watertable to push
groundwater into the drainage system.
Design of these drains needs to consider surface and flood flows, as these can
cause erosion of drain batters and floors if not managed appropriately.
4.2.2 Groundwater pumping (pumps, vegetation and relief wells)
Using mechanical pumps (production wells) is a costly method of removing
groundwater to lower watertables, however they can be effective and economic in
protecting high value assets.  In many situations a single pump will have minimal
radial effect on groundwater levels and therefore most pumping systems require a
number of bores and pumps to be installed.  The hydrological effectiveness of a
pumping system relies on the underlying aquifer having high permeability and a good
hydraulic connection to the soil surface.
Most species of trees, shrubs and perennial pastures do not directly access
groundwater stored in aquifers.  In shallow watertable situations some plants access
water from above the capillary fringe of the watertable and this is then replaced by
water drawn up from the aquifer.  In these situations trees can lower watertables by 1
to 2 m, but they are less effective where the groundwater is saline (>1,000 mS/m).
There is generally only minimal drawdown of watertables 10-30 m away from planted
areas.  Perennials are most effective on localised groundwater flow systems
particularly in reducing seepage from perched aquifers.
Relief wells are artesian wells driven by the hydraulic pressure in the aquifer.
Groundwater is pushed into and out of a bore by this hydraulic pressure.  Relief wells
are cheaper to establish and maintain, as they do not have the costs associated with
purchasing, running and maintaining a mechanical pump.  However, they are only
suitable in situations where there is an aquifer with a hydraulic pressure head
(piezometric head) above the land surface.  This situation only occurs in some areas
within the Munglinup (Mu) and Young (Yo) Systems of the Lort and Young Rivers
Catchment.
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4.2.3 Responsibilities (legal and community)
Current legislation (Soil and Land Conservation Act) requires landholders who are
proposing
to drain or pump water from under the land surface because of salinity and to
discharge that water onto other land, into other water or into a watercourse,
to notify the Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation, in writing, at least 90 days
before the works commence (Notice of Intent to Drain or Pump).
Disposing of excess water from salinity management systems in a responsible
manner is essential.  It is currently not acceptable for a landholder to increase the
volume of water or salt leaving their property if it significantly contributes to
waterlogging, salinity or flooding on neighbouring private or public land.  In situations
where there is a high risk of this occurring, evaporation basins or storage ponds may
need to be considered to evaporate or store the excess water.  Basins and ponds
need to be carefully designed, located and constructed to ensure that they have
adequate capacity, are not at risk from flooding and do not leak.  Landholders need
to be conscious of their duty of care to ensure their management practices do not
lead to further land degradation.
4.3 Other uses for saline land
Jamie Bowyer, Development Officer, Department Of Agriculture, Esperance
Alternative systems to saltland pasture or revegetation are emerging as potential
uses for saline land.  One of the more probable industries is inland aquaculture.
There is potential to produce species such as saltwater trout, black bream and even
snapper.  Research and development is currently underway to turn this potential into
real industries that will provide income for land managers.
A range of other potential industries requires more research and industry
development.  Some of these are the production of minerals, algae, energy, and
forestry and horticulture products.  Research into new ways of desalinating saline
water is also being conducted.
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5.0 Further information and contacts
Topic Organisation Local contact Web /email address
Climate Bureau of Metrology www.bom.gov.au/climate
Farming Systems
and Group
Development John Bourke
Jamie Bowyer
www.agric.wa.gov.au
jbourke@agric.wa.gov.au
jbowyer@agric.wa.gov.au
Soils & Land Use
Brendan
Nicholas
Stephen Gee
http://www.agric.wa.gov.au/pro
gserv/natural/assess/
http://www.agric.wa.gov.au/pro
gserv/natural/assess/lra_soil_m
apping.htm
bnicholas@agric.wa.gov.au
sgee@agric.wa.gov.au
Surface Water
Management Brendan Moore
www.agric.wa.gov.au/drains
bmoore@agric.wa.gov.au
Productive Uses
For Saline Land
Jamie Bowyer jbowyer@agric.wa.gov.au
Department of
Agriculture, Western
Australia, Esperance
District Office
Tel:   (08) 9083 1111
Fax:  (08) 9083 1100
John Simons
Angela
Alderman
jsimons@agric.wa.gov.au
aalderman@agric.wa.gov.au
Land Monitor Project www.landmonitor.wa.gov.au
Groundwater &
Salinity
- salinity mapping
- national audit
National Land and Water Resource Audit www.nlwra.gov.au
Waterways &
Wetlands
Department of
Environment, Waterway
and Catchment
Protection, Albany
Regional Office
Tel:  (08) 9842 5760
Fax: (08) 9842 1204
Kaylene Parker
www.wrc.wa.gov.au
kaylene.parker@wrc.wa.gov.au
Native Vegetation Department of
Conservation and Land
Management,
Esperance District Office
Tel:  (08) 9071 3733
Fax: (08) 9071 3657
Tilo
Massenbauer
www.calm.wa.gov.au
tilom@calm.wa.gov.au
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Department of Agriculture, Western Australia Farmnotes
Drainage and pumping
66/85 Controlling surface water flow above salt-affected areas
79/86 Legal aspects of land drainage
  9/91 Responsibilities of Landholders under agricultural Acts: Water and Drainage
47/93 Notification of draining or pumping saline land
20/2001 Groundwater pumping for salinity control
42/2001 Relief wells in Southern WA
General
59/88 Livestock and water salinity
71/99 Tolerance of plants to salty water
8/2000 Salinity at a glance
40/2001 National audit on dryland salinity
Management and monitoring
133/84 Saltland management  the catchment approach
21/91 Landcare at low or no cost
36/91 Planning to combat salinity  checklist
35/91 A simple way to monitor your saltland
97/91 Taxation and the control of land degradation
19/96 Does Landcare pay?  benefit and cost studies
44/97 Sub-catchment management plans
102/00 Monitoring groundwater levels
103/00 Environmental management systems for agriculture
3/01 Recharge management for salinity control
18/01 Airborne geophysics  a tool for salinity assessment and management
Perennial pastures
8/93 Establishing perennials in areas with less than 700mm rainfall
11/95 Kikuyu  the forgotten pasture
59/96 Green feed in summer
11/98 Well-adapted perennial grasses for the Esperance Sandplain
12/98 Niche perennial grasses for the Esperance Sandplain
48/2000 Insect pests of the perennial fodder shrub Tagasaste
49/2000 Systems for browsing sheep on the perennial fodder shrub Tagasaste
50/2000 The feed value of the perennial fodder shrub Tagasaste
51/2000 Establishment of the perennial fodder shrub Tagasaste
52/2000 Fertiliser requirements for the perennial shrub Tagasaste
53/2000 Designing the paddock layout and suitable site for Tagasaste plantation
135/2000 Lucerne in pasture crop rotations  establishment and management
36/2001 Grazing sheep and cattle on dryland lucerne
Saltland agronomy
43/83 Seeding shrub pastures on saltland
32/86 Saltland management  selecting forage plants for saltland
44/86 Saltland management  revegetation
28/87 Salt-water couch  for salty seepages and lawns
56/88 Samphire for waterlogged saltland
87/89 Grazing and management of saltland shrubs
81/91 Calculating saltbush seeding rates
7/93 Growing saltbush seedlings and cuttings
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75/96 Harvesting tall wheat grass and puccinellia for seed
1/99 Puccinellia  for productive saltland pastures
26/99 Establishing balansa and Persian clovers on waterlogged, mildly saline soils
44/00 Tall wheat grass and balansa clover: A beneficial partnership for waterlogged,
mildly saline soils
47/00 Saltland pastures: changing attitudes towards saline land
3/01 FRONTIERЉ  an early maturing balansa clover for the wheatbelt
Soil management
32/85 Gypsum improves soil stability
57/90 Identifying gypsum-responsive soils
87/94 Stubble needs for reducing wind erosion
4/95 No tillage sowing minimises soil erosion
35/96 Preventing wind erosion
61/96 No-till sowing machinery to control wind erosion
65/96 Soil management options to control land degradation
66/96 Stubble management to control land degradation
110/96 Assessing water repellence
14/97 Claying water repellent soils
70/00 Looking at liming  consider the rate
78/00 The importance of soil pH
80/00 Management of soil acidity in agricultural land
Remnant vegetation
34/99 Regulation 4, governing land clearing
141/00 The value and benefits of healthy farm bush
2/01 Reducing rates and taxes on farm bushland
Trees
102/88 Fitting trees into the farm plan
110/88 Trees for saltland
116/88 Reclaiming sandplain seeps with small blocks of trees
31/91 Tree planting for erosion and salt control
27/98 Southern sandalwood: an introduction
34/98 Farmer to farmer-Landcare case studies: Direct seeding native trees and
shrubs
36/98 Site assessment for successful revegetation for agricultural regions with less than
600mm rainfall
37/98 Site preparation for successful revegetation for agricultural regions
40/98 Direct seeding of native plants for revegetation
47/98 Weed control for successful revegetation for agricultural regions with less than
600mm rainfall
80/99 Specialty timbers for the WA wheatbelt
38/00 Vegetation buffer zones
46/00 Pioneer plants in revegetation
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APPENDIX 1: VEGETATION TYPES AND PRESENT COVER IN THE
LORT AND YOUNG RIVERS CATCHMENT
Beard’s vegetation description Area of originalcover
Proportion
of
catchment
Proportion of
original cover
remaining
Proportion of
original cover
remaining
(ha) (%)
(% of
catchment)
(% of vegetation
type)
Bare areas (sand, rock and salt lakes) 14,959 3 3 93
Low forest: moort (Eucalyptus platypus) 1,898 <1 <1 37
Medium woodlands
Merrit & red mallee 78,287 16 14 88
Salmon gum 1,562 <1 <1 100
Salmon gum & red mallee 6,410 1 1 100
Yate 403 <1 <1 60
Mosaic: salmon gum & red mallee
Shrublands: mallee scrub E. eremophila 17,802 4 2 53
Shrublands
Acacia neurophylla & Acacia species
thickets 1,196 <1 <1 100
Casuarina acutivalvus & one-sided
bottlebrush (also Melaleuca spp.) thickets
on greenstone hills 2,623 <1 <1 49
Acacia, Casuarina & Melaleuca thickets 525 <1 <1 100
Banksia and chittick scrub-heath in the
Esperance Sandplain 4,111 <1 <1 3
Mallee scrub: E. nutans 156 <1 <1 69
Mallee scrub: E. eremophila 85,657 17 11 64
Mallee scrub: E. eremophila & Forrest's
marlock (E. forrestianna) 147,452 29 10 31
Mallee scrub: E. eremophila & red mallee 9,229 2 1 49
Mallee scrub: black marlock 45,902 9 4 41
Mallee scrub:  red mallee 5,077 1 <1 72
Scrub-heath in the Esperance Sandplain
including Mt Ragged scrub-heath 981 <1 <1 16
Scrub-heath in the Esperance Mallee 18 <1 <1 100
Tallerack mallee-heath 78,955 16 3 22
Tea-tree scrub 68 <1 <1 4
Total 503,273 100 49
Table by Tilo Massenbauer (2001), CALM, Recovery Catchment Officer.  Source: Beards 1:250,000
vegetation data, Department of Agriculture and CALM.
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APPENDIX 2: Declared rare and priority flora in the Lort
and Young Rivers Catchment
Species Status Species Status
Acacia pravifolia P1 A. singula P3
A. diminuta P1 A. octonervia P3
A. startea P1 A. glaucissima P3
Baeckea crassifolia var. icosandra P1 A. pritzeliana P3
Caladenia longifimbriata P1 Calandrinia porifera P3
Chorizema circinale P1 Eucalyptus ovularis P3
C. nervosum P1 E. misella P3
Conostephium marchantiorum P1 E. clivicola P3
Dampiera sericantha P1 E. semiglobosa P3
Drosera salina P1 E. ovularis P3
Leucopogon P1 E. misella P3
Mirbelia densiflora P1 Grevillea aneura P3
Stylidium pulviniforme P1 Hopkinsia adscendens P3
A. amyctica P2 Melaleuca dempta P3
Andersonia macranthera P2 Persoonia scabra P3
Dampiera orchardii P2 P. cymbifolia P3
Daviesia campephylla P2 Thomasia pygmaea P3
D. pauciflora P2 Banksia laevigata subsp. laevigata P4
Gastrolobium heterophyllum P2 Caladenia arrecta P4
G. rigidum P2 Eremophila biserrata P4
Goodenia scapigera subsp.
graniticola P2 E. stoatei P4
Haegiela tatei P2 E. dolichorhyncha P4
Isolepis australiensis P2 Conostylis lepidospermoides R
Jacksonia venosa P2 Eremophila lactea R
Micromyrtus serrulata P2 Leucopogon marginatus R
Monotaxis P2 Orthrosanthus muelleri R
Opercularia hirsuta P2
O. rubioides P2
Otion rigidum P2
Thysanotus brachiatus P2
Table by Tilo Massenbauer (2001), CALM, Recovery Catchment Officer. Source:  Priority and Rare
flora data, CALM, Wildlife Conservation Section. Refer to Appendix 3 for definitions of conservation
status codes
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APPENDIX 3:  CONSERVATION CODES FOR DECLARED
RARE AND PRIORITY FLORA
Definitions of conservation codes given to declared rare and priority flora.
K.J. Atkins, 15 July 1998, Department of Conservation and Land Management
R: Declared Rare Flora – Extant Taxa
Taxa which have been adequately searched for and are deemed to be in the wild
either rare, in danger of extinction, or otherwise in need of special protection, and
have been gazetted as such.
P1: Priority One – Poorly Known Taxa
Taxa that are known from one or a few (generally less than five) populations, which
are under threat, either due to small population size, or being on lands under
immediate threat, e.g. road verges, urban areas, farmland, active mineral leases, or
the plants are under threat, e.g. from disease, grazing by feral animals.  May include
taxa with threatened populations on protected lands.  Such taxa are under
consideration for declaration as rare flora, but are in urgent need of further survey.
P2: Priority Two – Poorly Known Taxa
Taxa which are known from one or a few (generally less than five) populations, at
least some of which are not believed to be under immediate threat (i.e. not currently
endangered). Such taxa are under consideration for declaration as rare flora, but
are in urgent need of further survey.
P3 Priority Three – Poorly Known Taxa
Taxa that are known from several populations, and the taxa are believed to be not
under immediate threat (i.e. not currently endangered), either due to the number of
known populations (generally more than five), or known populations being large, and
either widespread or protected.  Such taxa are under consideration for declaration as
rare flora, but are in need of further survey.
P4 Priority Four – Rare Taxa
Taxa which are considered to have been adequately surveyed and which, while
being rare (in Australia), are not currently threatened by any identifiable factors.
These taxa require monitoring every 5-10 years.
Note: The need for further survey of poorly known taxa is prioritised into the three
categories depending on the perceived urgency for determining the conservation
status of those taxa, as indicated by the apparent degree of threat to the taxa on the
current information.
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APPENDIX 4:  Revegetation species for Esperance district
Species Life form Salt tolerance
Salt-tolerant species
Acacia cyclops Trees <5 m high Moderate
A. saligna Trees <5 m high Moderate
Atriplex paladosa / versicaria Shrubs 0.5-1.0 m high Very
Eucalyptus angustissima Mallee tree form Very
E. densa subsp. densa Mallee tree form Very
E. halophila Mallee tree form Very
E. occidentalis Trees 5-15 m high Moderate
E. rigens Mallee tree form Very
Ghania trifida Sedges >0.5 m high Very
Hakea adnata Shrubs 1.5-2.0 m high Moderate
Isolepis nodosa Sedges <0.5 m high Very
Melaleuca brevifolia Shrubs >2 m high Very
M. calycina Shrubs 1.5-2.0 m high Very
M. cuticularis Trees <5 m high Very
M. lanceolata Shrubs >2 m high Very
M. thyoides Shrubs 1.5-2.0 m hig High
Sandplain species
A. cochlearis Shrubs 1.5-2.0 m Non-tolerant
Banksia speciosa Trees < 5 m high Non-tolerant
E. angulosa Mallee tree form Non-tolerant
E. conferruminata Trees 5-15 m high Non-tolerant
E. platypus var heterophylla Mallee tree form Non-tolerant
E. tetragona Mallee shrub form Non-tolerant
H. corymbosa Shrubs 1.0-1.5 m Non-tolerant
H. nitida Shrubs 1.0-1.5 m Non-tolerant
Lambertia inermis Shrubs >2 m Non-tolerant
M. striata Shrubs 1.5-2.0 m Non-tolerant
M. thymoides Shrubs 1.5-2.0 m Non-tolerant
Phymatocarpus maxwellii Shrubs 1.5-2.0 m Non-tolerant
Mallee species
B. media Trees >5 m Non-tolerant
E. forrestiana subsp. forrestiana Mallee tree form Non-tolerant
E. incrassata Mallee tree form Non-tolerant
E. platypus var platypus Mallee tree form Non-tolerant
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Species Life form Salt tolerance
E. uncinata Mallee tree form Moderate
M. cardiophylla Shrubs 1.5-2.0 m Non-tolerant
M. glabberrima Shrubs 1.5-2.0 m Non-tolerant
M. glena Shrubs 1.5-2.0 m Non-tolerant
Granite species
A. acuminata Trees <5 m high Non-tolerant
Calothamnus quadrifidus Shrubs 1.5-2.0 m high Non-tolerant
E. tetraptera Mallee shrub form Non-tolerant
H. laurina Shrubs >2 m high Non-tolerant
M. elliptica Shrubs >2 m high Non-tolerant
M. fulgens Shrubs >2 m high Non-tolerant
M. uncinata Shrubs 1.5-2.0 m high Non-tolerant
Source: Tilo Massenbauer (2001), Recovery Catchment Office, Department of Conservation and
Land Management.
